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Thermal states are the bedrock of statistical physics. Nevertheless, when and how they actually
arise in closed quantum systems is not fully understood. We consider this question for systems with
local Hamiltonians on finite quantum lattices. In a first step, we show that states with exponentially
decaying correlations equilibrate after a quantum quench. Then we show that the equilibrium state
is locally equivalent to a thermal state, provided that the free energy of the equilibrium state is
sufficiently small and the thermal state has exponentially decaying correlations. As an application,
we look at a related important question: When are thermal states stable against noise? In other
words, if we locally disturb a closed quantum system in a thermal state, will it return to thermal
equilibrium? We rigorously show that this occurs when the correlations in the thermal state are
exponentially decaying. All our results come with finite-size bounds, which are crucial for the
growing field of quantum thermodynamics and other physical applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

To completely understand the strengths and limita-
tions of statistical physics, it makes sense to try to derive
it from physical principles, without relying on ad hoc as-
sumptions. Along these lines, over the past twenty years,
ideas from quantum information have led to new insights
into the foundations of statistical physics [1–3]. In partic-
ular, some progress has been made recently towards un-
derstanding how and when thermalization occurs [4–6].
In [5] it was shown that a large class of states of systems
with weak intensive interactions (e.g. one dimensional
systems) will thermalize. In [6] thermalization was shown
to occur, also for a large class of states, for systems in the
thermodynamic limit. (We will compare the results of [6]
to ours in more detail in Section IV.) More recently, the
equivalence of the microcanonical and canonical ensemble
(i.e. a thermal state) was proved for finite quantum lat-
tice systems, when correlations in the thermal state decay
sufficiently quickly [7] (see also [6, 8]).

Here, we prove thermalization results for closed
quantum systems in two parts. First, we build on previ-
ous equilibration results (such as Ref. [9]). A requirement
for equilibration is that the effective dimension, defined
in Section III, is large. While there are physical argu-
ments for this to be true [10] and it is also known to be
true for most states drawn from the Haar measure on
large subspaces [9], there are no known techniques to de-
cide whether a given initial state will equilibrate under a
given Hamiltonian. Here, we prove that a large effective
dimension is guaranteed for local Hamiltonian systems
if the correlations in the initial state decay sufficiently
quickly and the energy variance is sufficiently large. The
latter is known for thermal states with intensive specific
heat capacity and may, for large classes of states, be com-
puted straightforwardly. The second part of thermaliza-
tion is to show that the equilibrium state is locally indis-
tinguishable from a thermal state. We prove that this is
the case if the correlations in the corresponding thermal
state decay sufficiently quickly and the relative entropy

difference between the equilibrium state and the corres-
ponding thermal state is sufficiently small.

As an application, we answer the following question.
Given a closed quantum system that is initially in a
thermal state, and suppose we locally quench or dis-
turb it somehow, will it re-equilibrate to a thermal state?
Understanding the extent to which thermal states are
robust against local external noise is important, e.g.,
in decohering quantum simulations implemented in op-
tical lattice systems (see, e.g., Ref. [11] and references
therein), where such noise can be caused by the absorp-
tion and re-emission of a photon. These questions of
re-equilibration have a long tradition and return to equi-
librium was shown to occur for infinite lattice systems
in the seventies [12, 13], by making what were effectively
transport assumptions: On an infinite lattice, it is pos-
sible for information to leave a region and never return,
which is not true for finite systems. This fundamental
difference highlights the importance of finite-size consid-
erations. We discuss the connection to the results on
infinite lattices further in Appendix D.

Return to equilibrium has also been shown for finite
quantum systems coupled to infinite reservoirs after a
coupling has been turned on [14, 15], and a rough argu-
ment for stability of thermal states was given recently in
terms of energy probability distributions in [16]. Here,
we prove that a system in a thermal state, after be-
ing locally disturbed, re-equilibrates to a thermal state
provided correlations decay sufficiently quickly. In con-
trast to what is known for infinite lattice systems, our
results give finite-size estimates and our methods and
assumptions are entirely different. It is important to em-
phasize that finite-size bounds are crucial for physical
applications, particularly those in quantum thermody-
namics [2], where thermal states are usually considered
to be free resources. Addressing to what extent thermal-
ization occurs will also have impact on the nature of pro-
tocols for extracting work using small quantum thermal
machines.
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II. SETTING AND NOTATION

We consider a d-dimensional hypercubic lattice with
N = nd sites. We suppose that each site is associated
with a dloc-dimensional quantum system, e.g., a spin.
On this finite quantum spin lattice, we let H denote the
Hamiltonian governing the dynamics and assume that it
is k-local, i.e., that it is of the form H =

∑
i hi, where

hi acts only on lattice sites that are no more than k sites
separated from i, i.e., only on sites j with dist(i, j) ≤ k.
We further assume that the hi are bounded in operator
norm and use units with ‖hi‖ ≤ 1 and Boltzmann’s and
Planck’s constants set to one, so that ~ = kB = 1. We
write ρ(t) = e−iHtρeiHt for the state at time t and denote
the time-average state by

〈ρ〉 = lim
T→∞

1

T

∫ T

0

dt ρ(t). (1)

We let σ2 denote the energy variance of a state ρ with
the respect to a Hamiltonian H, σ2 = tr

[
ρH2

]
− tr2[ρH].

We will be interested in subsystems, S, of the whole lat-
tice and denote the rest of the system by B – the bath
or environment. We denote their Hilbert space dimen-

sions by dS = d
|S|
loc and dB = d

|B|
loc . Given a state of the

whole system ρ, we write ρS = trB [ρ] and ρB = trS [ρ]
for the reduced states on the subsystem and environment,
respectively.

To discuss whether two states are close we must con-
sider what one can measure in practice. Mostly, we will
consider the local distinguishability of two states, ρ and
τ , given by

‖ρ− τ‖S := ‖ρS − τS‖tr, (2)

where ‖ · ‖tr is the trace distance. With this, our res-
ults extend naturally to coarse-grained observables. An
example of such an observable could be the magnetiz-
ation of spins on a large region or even the whole lat-
tice. We may write a coarse-grained observable as M =
1
m

∑m
i=1MSi , where the Si are non-overlapping subsys-

tems and MSi acts only on subsystem Si. For example,
one could take the magnetization per spin M = 1

N

∑
i σ

i
z.

Then local indistinguishability also implies that expect-
ation values of such observables are close: Assuming
‖MSi‖ ≤ C we have

|tr[ρM ]− tr[σM ]| ≤ 1

m

∑
i

‖MSi‖‖ρ− σ‖Si

≤ C · ESi‖ρ− σ‖Si ,
(3)

where ESi denotes the average over the subsystems Si.
Thus, we cover a large variety of physically realistic meas-
urement possibilities for distinguishing between states.

Throughout, we will often consider states with expo-
nentially decaying correlations. This is guaranteed to be
the case for, e.g., thermal states above a critical tem-
perature [17] and for ground states of gapped k-local
Hamiltonians [18]. We define exponentially decaying cor-
relations in the following way.

Definition 1. A state ρ has exponentially decaying cor-
relations if there is a correlation length ξ > 0 and a
K ≥ 0 (both independent of the system size N), such
that, for any two lattice regions X and Y , one has

max
supp[P ]⊂X
supp[Q]⊂Y
‖P‖,‖Q‖=1

∣∣∣∣ tr[ρPQ]− tr[ρP ] tr[ρQ]

|X||Y |

∣∣∣∣ ≤ Ke−dist(X,Y )/ξ.

Here, the distance between the two regions X and Y is
given by

dist(X,Y ) = min
i∈X
j∈Y

dist(i, j), (4)

where dist(·, ·) is some metric on the lattice.

III. EQUILIBRATION

Due to recurrences, a closed finite system will never
truly equilibrate, not even locally. Hence, for finite sys-
tems one asks a slightly different question instead [9, 10]:
Does a system spend most of its time close to some fixed
state? If we denote the fixed state by τ , this means that

DS(τ) := lim
T→∞

1

T

∫ T

0

dt ‖ρ(t)− τ‖S (5)

is small, i.e., for the majority of times, ρ(t) and τ are
locally indistinguishable. The most natural example to
look at is equilibration to the time-average state. For
this case, it was proved in [9, 19] that

DS(〈ρ〉) ≤ 1

2

√
DGd2

S

deff
, (6)

where we recall that dS denotes the Hilbert space dimen-
sion of the subsystem S. Here, DG is the degeneracy of
the most degenerate energy gap [36], i.e., DG = 1 if the
Hamiltonian has no degenerate energy gaps. Typically,
one expects DG to be small. In fact, even the existence
of degenerate energy gaps is a measure zero constraint on
the Hamiltonian. Also appearing in equation (6) is deff ,
known as the effective dimension, which is defined by

1

deff
=
∑
k

tr2[Pkρ], (7)

where Pk is the energy projector corresponding to the
energy Ek. If the spectrum of H is non-degenerate, then
the above is equal to tr

[
〈ρ〉2

]
, i.e., the purity of the equi-

librium state. Equation (6) implies that equilibration
occurs when deff is large. The fraction of times during
which ‖ρ(t)− 〈ρ〉‖S ≥ δ is at most (dS

√
DG)/(2δ

√
deff),

which follows from Markov’s inequality. This result is
quite powerful: It holds for any decomposition of the total
system into a subsystem S and bath B. This division
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need not correspond to a spatially localized subsystem.
For example, one could apply the result to multi-point
correlation functions over arbitrary distances.

In Ref. [10] it was argued on physical grounds that we
should expect deff to be exponentially large in the system
size. The argument relied on the exponentially increasing
density of energy levels for generic physical systems. Fur-
thermore, in Ref. [9] it was shown that most states drawn
at random from a large subspace via the Haar measure
would typically have large effective dimension.

However, it is not clear that one can take these argu-
ments for granted in all situations of physical interest:
E.g., in the setting of a local (or global) quench or meas-
urement. And there are plenty of physical models for
which it is known that the initial state will not have an
effective dimension that is exponentially large in the sys-
tem size. For example, take any system with a quadratic
fermion Hamiltonian (e.g. the XY model). If the num-
ber of excitations m is fixed and there are N modes in
total, then the relevant Hilbert subspace has dimension
N !/(m!(N − m)!) ∼ Nm. Therefore, the effective di-
mension is at most polynomial in N . Furthermore, just
calculating the effective dimension for a particular sys-
tem means computing the overlaps of the state with en-
ergy eigenvectors, which is as hard as diagonalizing the
Hamiltonian in general.

So there is a need for concrete lower bounds on the
effective dimension. Here, we prove such a bound, which
holds for k-local Hamiltonians and states with exponen-
tially decaying correlations.

Lemma 1. Lower bound on the effective dimen-
sion: Suppose the initial state ρ (or its time average 〈ρ〉)
has exponentially decaying correlations as in Def. 1. Let
the whole system evolve according to a bounded k-local
Hamiltonian, and let ρ have energy variance σ2 with re-
spect to this Hamiltonian. Then there is a constant C
independent of N such that

1

deff
≤ C ln2d(N)

s3
√
N

, (8)

where s = σ/
√
N .

This is proved in Appendix A and uses a Berry-Esseen
theorem for quantum lattice systems [7, 20]. By the as-
sumption on the decay of two-point correlations, s is up-
per bounded independent of N . Often, it is also lower
bounded, e.g., for thermal states with intensive specific
heat capacity c(β), which is given at inverse temperat-
ure β by c(β) = β2σ2/N = β2s2. Furthermore, for large
classes of states (e.g., product states or matrix product
states) it is straightforward to compute σ2 such that
the question of whether a system equilibrates may be
answered directly, without knowledge of the overlap of
the initial state with the energy eigenstates. The require-
ment that σ needs to be sufficiently large is reasonable:
If the initial state is not sufficiently spread over many
eigenstates one can not expect equilibration.

An interesting application of Lemma 1 and Eq. (6)
together is to a quench scenario. If the initial state
is a ground state of some Hamiltonian with exponen-
tially decaying correlations (e.g., the ground state of a
gapped k-local Hamiltonian), then after quenching to any
other local Hamiltonian, equilibration will occur provided
the energy variance σ2 (with respect to the post-quench
Hamiltonian) is sufficiently large.

Finally, it is important to mention that a full under-
standing of how long it takes for a quantum system to
equilibrate is still lacking. Rigorous estimates of the
timescale in a general setting lead to extremely large
upper bounds for the timescale [19, 21, 22] (often these
bounds also involve deff such that our results are applic-
able). For some quadratic models, the timescale is known
to be much shorter [23, 24]. Interesting results also exist
showing fast timescales for equilibration in the setting of
random Hamiltonians, states or measurements [22, 25–
30]. On the other hand, examples have been constructed
of reasonable translationally invariant models with ex-
tremely long equilibration timescales [31].

IV. THERMALIZATION

In the previous section, we discussed the fact that equi-
libration occurs with great generality to the time-average
state 〈ρ〉. But that is only part of thermalization. The
second part is to see whether the time-average state is
close to a thermal state. We thus need a practical way
to decide whether, locally, 〈ρ〉 is close to a thermal state.
The following Lemma (see Appendix B for a more quant-
itative version), recently obtained in Ref. [7], achieves
this by relating the local trace-norm distance of two
states to their difference in relative entropy.

Lemma 2. Let σ be a state with exponentially decaying
correlations as in Def. 1. Let 0 < α < 1

d+2 and let l ∈ N,

ld ∈ o(n
1−α
d+1 ). Let τ be a state. If

S(τ‖σ) ∈ o
(
N

1−(2+d)α
d+1

)
, (9)

then there is a constant C, which is independent of N ,
such that the average local trace distance between σ and
τ is bounded as

ES∈Sl‖σ − τ‖S ≤
C

Nα/2
, (10)

where ES∈Sl denotes the average over all hypercubes on
the lattice with length of side l.

Note that even if the relative entropy difference
between the two states increases with system size (as in
Eq. (9)), the two states are locally close (on average over
all cubic subsystems of size ld). Also, maybe surprisingly,
the size of the subsystem need not be fixed but may also
increase as a power law in N . The bound in Eq. (10) tells
us that (if N is sufficiently large) for the vast majority of
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subsystems S ∈ Sl the states σS and τS are close. If one
is interested in course-grained observables as discussed in
Section II one finds, e.g., for the magnetization per spin
M = 1

N

∑
i σ

z
i (for which we choose l = 1)

|tr[σM ]− tr[τM ]| ≤ 1

N

∑
i

‖σ − τ‖i

= ES∈Sl‖σ − τ‖S
(11)

such that the bound in Eq. (10) directly gives a bound
on the difference of expectation values in σ and τ . If
both states are translationally invariant, the average is
obsolete and one has ‖σ− τ‖S ≤ CN−α/2 for all cubic S
of size ld.

Let us now move on to thermalization, i.e., we set out
to show that DS(ρβ) is small and hence that for the ma-
jority of times ρ(t) is locally close to the thermal state
ρβ = e−βH/Z, Z = tr[e−βH ]. We do so by combining
Eq. (6) with Lemma 1 and 2: Let the initial state ρ (or
〈ρ〉) have exponentially decaying correlations, evolve ac-
cording to a bounded k-local Hamiltonian H, and have
energy variance σ2. Fix l ∈ N and α ∈ R, 0 < α < 1

d+2 .
Let the thermal state ρβ have exponentially decaying cor-
relations and suppose that

S(〈ρ〉‖ρβ) ∈ o
(
N

1−(2+d)α
d+1

)
. (12)

Then there is a constant C independent of N such that
(see Appendix B for details)

ES∈SlDS(ρβ) ≤ C

(√
DG

s3N
d

2d+4

+ 1

)
1

Nα/2
. (13)

If ρβ and 〈ρ〉 are translationally invariant then DS(ρβ) is
upper bounded by the right-hand side for all S ∈ Sl, i.e.,
we get thermalization on every cubic subsystem of size ld.
This is true, e.g., when the Hamiltonian is translation-
ally invariant and has no degenerate energies. Without
requiring translational invariance or making some other
transport assumption, we cannot guarantee that every
subsystem thermalizes. This is reasonable: We could
consider models where small subsystems retain some
memory of their initial state.

In fact, we could replace the requirement that 〈ρ〉 be
translationally invariant by the requirement that there
is transport in the following sense. Suppose that, in
terms of the time-average state, one cannot tell where
a localized disturbance of the initial state had occurred.
In other words, let Φi denote a local quantum channel
on some region centred on i. Then we demand that
‖〈Φi(ρ)〉 − 〈Φj(ρ)〉‖S ≤ ε � 1 for any i, j and some
small region S. It follows that, for all intents and pur-
poses, locally the equilibrium state is indistinguishable

from 〈 1
N

∑N
i Φi(ρ)〉, which is translationally invariant.

Then the thermalization result Eq. (13) holds for the in-
dividual subsystem S with an extra ε on the right hand
side. To see this, one needs to use the triangle inequal-
ity. We discuss what one can prove by making transport
assumptions further in Appendix D.

It is important to compare Eq. (13) to the results of
[6], which proved that thermalization occurs in the ther-
modynamic limit, with a comparable condition on the
time-average state. Here, we prove thermalization for
the important case of finite systems and are able to give
finite-size estimates. Furthermore, in [6] it is assumed
that the thermal state corresponds to a unique phase.
Instead we assume that the thermal state has exponen-
tially decaying correlations. This is always satisfied for
d = 1 [32] and, for d > 1, if the temperature is above a
certain critical temperature [17].

Finally, we note that the free energy of a state ρ at in-
verse temperature β is given by F (ρ) = tr[Hρ]−S(ρ)/β,
so that

S(〈ρ〉‖ρβ) = β (F (〈ρ〉)− F (ρβ)) . (14)

Thus, whenever the free energy of 〈ρ〉 is sufficiently small,
then 〈ρ〉 and ρβ are locally close.

V. THE STABILITY OF THERMAL STATES

We can apply the results of the last section to some in-
teresting examples. We will focus on the translationally-
invariant setting, i.e., we will assume that the time-
averaged state 〈ρ〉 and the thermal state ρβ are transla-
tionally invariant. This is true, e.g., when the Hamilto-
nian is translationally invariant and has no degenerate
energies. As already discussed above, assuming transla-
tional invariance guarantees transport, without which we
can not expect all subsystems to thermalize.

For the first example, suppose we have a system that
was in a thermal state ρβ , but was affected by a local
process or some localized noise. We can model this by
the application of a local quantum channel, i.e., we take
Φ(ρβ) as the initial state, where

Φ(ρβ) =
∑
i

K†i ρβKi,
∑
i

KiK
†
i = I, (15)

and the Ki act only locally. We will see that the system
locally returns to thermal equilibrium provided ρβ had
exponentially decaying correlations.

Corollary 3. Stability of thermal states under a
local disturbance: Let H be a bounded k-local Hamilto-
nian. Let ρβ be a translationally-invariant thermal state
with exponentially decaying correlations as in Def. 1 and
energy variance σ2. Suppose Φ is a quantum channel
acting non trivially only on a cubic subsystem of fixed
size. Fix l ∈ N. Let ρ = Φ(ρβ) evolve under H and let
〈ρ〉 be translationally invariant. Then the system locally
re-thermalizes: There is a constant C independent of N
such that

DS(ρβ) ≤ C

(√
DG

s3N
d

2d+4

+ 1

)
1

N
1

2d+5

(16)
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for all cubic subsystems S of size ld, i.e., the system
re-thermalizes on any cubic subsystem of fixed size. In
particular, this is true for the subsystem on which the
channel Φ acted.

We prove this in Appendix C.
Another interesting application is the following. Start-

ing with a system in thermal equilibrium, how much may
the Hamiltonian change in order for the system to again
equilibrate to a thermal state? In other words, what
if, instead of applying a local channel, we start with a
thermal state corresponding to a different Hamiltonian?
Does the system still thermalize? The following corollary
gives a rigorous answer.

Corollary 4. Let H0 be a Hamiltonian and ρ =
e−βH0/Z0 be the system’s initial state, which we assume
to have exponentially decaying correlations. Suppose that
this state evolves under a bounded k-local Hamiltonian
H and has energy variance σ2 with respect to H. Let
ρβ = e−βH/Z, the thermal state corresponding to H, be
translationally invariant and have exponentially decay-
ing correlations. Let 〈ρ〉 be translationally invariant and
0 < α < 1

d+2 . If

‖H −H0‖ ∈ o
(
N

1−(2+d)α
d+1

)
(17)

then there is a constant C independent of N such that

DS(ρβ) ≤ C

(√
DG

s3N
d

2d+4

+ 1

)
1

Nα/2
(18)

for all cubic subsystems S of size ld.

This is also proved in Appendix C. This corollary tells
us that we can quench from a Hamiltonian H0 to a
Hamiltonian H, and we get local thermalization to ρβ for
any cubic subsystem of fixed size ld provided the Hamilto-
nians are not too different. Maybe surprisingly, we are
not restricted to local quenches: The difference between
the Hamiltonians may grow as a power law in the system
size N .

VI. DISCUSSION

We have seen that, after locally perturbing a quantum
system in a thermal state (with exponentially decaying

correlations), the system cannot equilibrate to a state dis-
tinguishable from the initial thermal state on small sub-
systems of fixed size. This is not necessarily true if there
are long-range correlations in the initial state. Also, no-
tice that one can easily construct counterexamples where
an individual small subsystem will not return to thermal
equilibrium after being perturbed without some form of
transport assumption.

In [12] there are infinite lattice analogues of our find-
ings for finite systems. Infinite lattices are a very dif-
ferent setting because information can leave a subsys-
tem and never return to it. Despite this, one could try
to construct finite-size analogues of such infinite lattice
results, which may be useful for generalizing our work:
E.g., it may be possible to go beyond thermal states and
show return to equilibrium of more general equilibrium
states. The key assumption in [12] is asymptotic abelian-
ness, which effectively guarantees transport. So a natural
question to ask is whether there is a finite-size analogue
of this assumption leading to similar behaviour. We dis-
cuss this further in Appendix D. It is worth mentioning,
however, that understanding the transport properties of
quantum lattice systems is a difficult task in general.

There are other open questions and possible general-
izations. It would be interesting to see whether similar
indistinguishability results hold for correlation functions
over large distances. In fact, at least for translationally
invariant lattice systems, it seems likely that an analog-
ous result to Lemma 2 should hold for two-point correl-
ation functions over long distances on the lattice. Also,
there is the question of scaling: Here, we need the free
energy difference between the time-average and thermal
state to grow slower than a power law in N (with a power
strictly smaller than one), see Eq. (12). The intuition
from non-interacting systems and [6] would suggest that
a free energy difference of o(N) may be sufficient.
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Appendix A: A lower bound for the effective
dimension

To lower bound the effective dimension for local
Hamiltonian models, we will use a theorem from [7, 20]
as a stepping stone. This is a quantum version of the
Berry-Esseen theorem. The Berry-Esseen theorem is a
more powerful statement than the central limit theorem,
as it gives the rate of convergence of a distribution to a
Gaussian. Let H =

∑
ν Eν |ν〉〈ν| be k-local, i.e., let H

be of the form H =
∑
i hi with hi acting only on sites

j with dist(i, j) ≤ k. Let ρ have exponentially decaying
correlations as in Def. 1. Then, by Lemma 8 of Ref. [7]

∆ := sup
x

∣∣F (x)−G(x)
∣∣

≤ Cd
(

(k + ξ)

(
ln(K)

ln(N)
+ 3

))2d

×
(

1 +
s2

ln(N)

)
ln2d(N)

s3
√
N

,

(A1)

where Cd depends only on the lattice dimension d and we
recall that s = σ/

√
N . Here, F and G are the cumulative
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distribution functions

F (x) =
∑

ν:Eν≤x

〈ν|ρ|ν〉,

G(x) =
1√

2πσ2

∫ x

−∞
dy e−

(y−tr[ρH])2

2σ2 .

(A2)

We may simplify the upper bound on ∆ by noting that
s is upper-bounded independent of N : Write vk,d =
maxi |supp[hi]|. Then

s2 =
1

N

∑
i,j

〈hihj〉 − 〈hi〉〈hj〉

≤ Kv2
k,d

1

N

∑
i,j

e−dist(supp[hi],supp[hj ])/ξ

≤ Kv2
k,de

2k/ξ
∞∑
l=0

e−l/ξbd,l,

(A3)

where bd,l = maxi |{j |dist(i, j) = l}| is the maximum
surface area of a ball of radius l centred at i. Hence, we
have that there is a constant C independent of N such
that

∆ ≤ C ln2d(N)

s3
√
N

. (A4)

To apply the above theorem, we note that for any ε > 0

1

deff
=
∑
ν

tr2[ρPν ]

≤ max
ν

tr[ρPν ]

≤ max
x

[F (x)− F (x− ε)] .

(A5)

Applying the bound in Eq. (A1) and the mean value the-
orem we thus find

1

deff
≤ 2∆ + max

x
[G(x)−G(x− ε)]

≤ 2∆ + ε.

(A6)

As ε was arbitrary we thus have that

1

deff
≤ 2∆. (A7)

If we instead assume that 〈ρ〉 has exponentially decay-
ing correlations, we use

tr[ρPν ] = tr[〈ρ〉Pν ] (A8)

to arrive at the same bound on deff . Note also that
tr[ρH] = tr[〈ρ〉H] and tr

[
ρH2

]
= tr

[
〈ρ〉H2

]
.

Appendix B: Lemma 2 and proof of Eq. (13)

We rely on Proposition 2 of [7], which we state in a
slightly simplified version:

Lemma 5. Let σ be a state with exponentially decaying
correlations as in Def. 1. Let α > 0 and let N and l ∈ N
such that l ≤ n+1

2 and

3Nα +
2ξ ln(dloc) + 3

ξ ln(2)
ld + log(N

ln(K)
ln(N)

+3) ≤ 1

4ξ
d
d+1

N
1−α
d+1 .

(B1)
Denote by Cl the set of all hypercubes on the lattice with
length of side l. Let τ be a state. If

S(τ‖σ) ≤ 1

4ξ
d
d+1

N
1−(2+d)α

d+1 (B2)

then the average local trace distance between σ and τ is
bounded as

EC∈Cl‖σ − τ‖C ≤
7

Nα/2
, (B3)

where EC∈Cl denotes the average over all C ∈ Cl.

We arrive at the Lemma in the main text by noting
that Eq. (B1) is fulfilled for sufficiently largeN if α < 1

d+2

and ld ∈ o(N
1−α
d+1 ). Combining Eq. (6) with Lemma 1

and 2, we find by the triangle inequality (C denotes a
constant independent of N , which may change from line
to line)

ES∈SlDS(ρβ) ≤ DS(〈ρ〉) + ES∈Sl‖〈ρ〉 − ρβ‖S

≤ 1

2

√
DGd2

S

deff
+

C

Nα/2

≤ C

√DG ln2d(N)

s3
√
N

+
1

Nα/2

 ,

(B4)

where√
ln2d(N)√

N
=

lnd(N)

N
1
2 ( 1
d+2−α)

1

N
d

4(d+2)

1

Nα/2
, (B5)

which implies Eq. (13) as lnd(N)

N
1
2
( 1
d+2

−α)
→ 0 because α <

1
d+2 .

Appendix C: Proof of the corollaries

To arrive at Corollary 3 we need to (i) show that ρ
has exponentially decaying correlations, (ii) bound the
relative entropy, and (iii) relate the energy variance of ρ
to that of ρβ .

We start with (i): If X,Y are not in the subsystem that
the channel acts on, then two-point correlations of oper-
ators P and Q with supports in X and Y , respectively,
decay exponentially as they do for ρβ as in Def. 1. Now
denote by A the subsystem the channel acts on and by
B the rest of the system. If dist(X,Y ) > diam(A) then
either X,Y ∈ B or one of the supports has overlap with A
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and the other is contained in B. Let us consider the case
X ∩ A 6= ∅ and Y ⊂ B. Then, if ρ = Φ(σ) =

∑
iK
†
i σKi

with Ki acting only on A and
∑
iKiK

†
i = I and with

adjoint Φ∗(·) =
∑
iKi ·K†i ,

tr[ρPQ]− tr[ρP ] tr[ρQ] = tr[ρPQ]− tr[ρP ] tr[ρβQ]

= ‖Φ∗(P )‖ tr[ρβΦ∗(P )Q]− tr[ρβΦ∗(P )] tr[ρβQ]

‖Φ∗(P )‖
≤ K|X ∪A||Y |e−dist(Z,Y )/ξ

≤ K|A||X||Y |e−dist(Z,Y )/ξ

(C1)

as ρβ has exponentially decaying correlations and
‖Φ∗(P )‖ ≤ 1 (via corollary 2.9 in [33]). Here, Z =
supp[Φ∗(P )] ⊂ X∪A such that dist(X,Y ) ≤ dist(Z, Y )+
diam(A). Hence, ρ has exponentially decaying correla-
tions with K ′ = |A|ediam(A)/ξK.

We now address (ii): Denote the subsystem on which
Φ acts by A and the rest of the system by B. Then
ρ = Φ(ρβ) and ρβ coincide on B. Writing H = HA+HB

with HB acting exclusively on B and HA collecting the
remaining terms we have tr[HBΦ(ρβ)] = tr[HBρβ ] such
that

S(〈ρ〉‖ρβ) = βtr[H(〈ρ〉 − ρβ)] + S(ρβ)− S(〈ρ〉)
= βtr[H(Φ(ρβ)− ρβ)] + S(ρβ)− S(〈ρ〉)
≤ 2β‖HA‖+ S(ρβ)− S(〈ρ〉),

(C2)

where, as |A| is independent of N and H is bounded and
k-local, ‖HA‖ is bounded independent of N . The entropy
difference may be bounded by using S(〈ρ〉) ≥ S(ρ) and
the Araki–Lieb inequality |S(σA) − S(σB)| ≤ S(σ) ≤
S(σA)+S(σB) [34], which holds for any state σ. We find

S(ρβ)− S(〈ρ〉)
≤ S([ρβ ]A) + S([ρβ ]B)− |S(ρA)− S(ρB)|
≤ S([ρβ ]A) + S(ρA) ≤ 2|A| ln(dloc)

(C3)

as [ρβ ]B = ρB . Hence, S(〈ρ〉‖ρβ) is bounded from above
by a constant independent of N . Thus, we may set α =

1
d+2.5 to find

ES∈SlDS(ρβ) ≤ C

(√
DG

s3
ρN

d
2d+4

+ 1

)
1

N
1

2d+5

, (C4)

where s2
ρ = σ2

ρ/N and σ2
ρ is the energy variance of the

initial state ρ = Φ(ρβ) with respect to H. Now,

σ2
ρ =

∑
i,j∈A

(〈hihj〉ρ − 〈hi〉ρ〈hj〉ρ)

+
∑

i∈A,j∈B
(〈hihj〉ρ − 〈hi〉ρ〈hj〉ρ)

+
∑

j∈A,i∈B
(〈hihj〉ρ − 〈hi〉ρ〈hj〉ρ)

+
∑
i,j∈B

(〈hihj〉ρ − 〈hi〉ρ〈hj〉ρ)

(C5)

and similarly for ρβ . As ρ and ρβ coincide on B and
both states have exponentially decaying correlations and
|A| is upper-bounded independently of N , there is hence
a constant C independent of N such that |σ2 − σ2

ρ| ≤ C,
i.e.,

s2
ρ ≥ s2

(
1− C

Ns2

)
. (C6)

If s3/2 ≤ N−
d

4d+8−
1

2d+5 then Eq. (16) holds trivially, i.e.,

we may w.l.o.g. assume that s3/2 ≥ N−
d

4d+8−
1

2d+5 . Then
1
s2 ≤ N

d
3d+6 + 4

6d+15 ≤ N 1
3 , i.e.,

s2
ρ ≥ s2

(
1− C

N
2
3

)
(C7)

such that for sufficiently large N we have s2
ρ ≥ s2/2,

which, combined with Eq. (C4), implies Eq. (16).
To prove Corollary 4 we need only bound the relative

entropy. As above, we have

S(〈ρ〉‖ρβ) = βtr[H(〈ρ〉 − ρβ)] + S(ρβ)− S(〈ρ〉)
≤ βtr[H(〈ρ〉 − ρβ)] + S(ρβ)− S(ρ)

= βtr[(H −H0)ρ] + ln(Z)− ln(Z0)

≤ β‖H −H0‖+ ln(Z)− ln(Z0),

(C8)

where

ln(Z)− ln(Z0) =

∫ 1

0

dr
1

Z(r)

∂

∂r
Z(r) (C9)

and Z(r) = tr
[
e−βHr

]
, Hr = H0 + r(H −H0). Now, we

use the formula (see, e.g., section 6.5 of [35])

∂

∂r
e−βHr = −β

∫ 1

0

ds e−βsHr (H −H0) e−β(1−s)Hr

(C10)
such that by the cyclic property of the trace

∂

∂r
Z(r) = βtr

[
(H0 −H) e−βHr

]
(C11)

and hence

S(〈ρ〉‖ρβ) ≤ 2β‖H −H0‖. (C12)

Appendix D: Comparison with Robinson’s
construction

In this section, we discuss the relation to Robinson’s
construction in Ref. [12]. There, infinite lattice analogues
of our results may be found and the key assumption in
[12] is asymptotic abelianness, which effectively guaran-
tees transport. So a natural question to ask is whether
there is a finite-size analogue of this assumption leading
to similar behaviour.

Suppose we have a state ω that commutes with the
Hamiltonian H. And let US be a unitary localized on a
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subsystem S. Then suppose that at t = 0 we apply US
to the state, getting USωU

†
S . This evolves over time as

e−iHt(USωU
†
S)eiHt.

We assume that equilibration occurs to the time aver-

age state 〈USωU†S〉. Let AS be an observable on S, then
the difference between the expectation values is

tr
[
AS

(
ω − 〈USωU†S〉

)]
= tr

[
〈AS〉

(
ω − USωU†S

)]
= tr

[(
〈AS〉 − U†S〈AS〉US

)
ω
]

≤ ‖〈AS〉 − U†S〈AS〉US‖
= ‖ [US , 〈AS〉] ‖,

(D1)

where 〈AS〉 = limT→∞
1
T

∫ T
0

dt eiHtASe
−iHt is the time-

average observable in the Heisenberg picture. If we as-
sume that the dynamics spreads AS(t) out over time, so
that

‖ [US , 〈AS〉] ‖ → 0 as N → ∞, (D2)

then the expectation values coincide as N → ∞. The
assumption of asymptotic abelianness in [12] is a little
different. Because the setting is an infinite lattice, one
can take limits of expectation values as time goes to in-
finity. So the condition in [12] is essentially

‖ [US , AS(t)] ‖ → 0 as t→ ∞. (D3)

There are other technical assumptions that need to be
made in the infinite lattice setting, but they are not im-
portant here. It is not clear when one can verify that the
condition in Eq. (D2) holds, except for simple cases. Take
the example of a translationally-invariant non-interacting
free fermion model with non-degenerate single-particle
energies. Then taking an observable like AS = a†nan,
which counts the number of particles on site n, 〈AS〉 =
1
N

∑
n a
†
nan. Therefore, ‖ [US , 〈AS〉] ‖ = O(1/N). This

scaling is probably the best case scenario. More gener-
ally, one probably gets slower decay with N when the
condition holds.
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